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between type.Assembly and
type.GetType in C# I'm new

to C# and i want to know
the difference between:

type.Assembly and
type.GetType. A:

type.GetType() looks for
classes, interfaces, and

enums. type.Assembly looks
for classes, enums, structs,

interfaces, enums, and
delegates. A: type.GetType
will get you the type from

any assembly, without
caring whether it is a class,

an interface, an enum, a
struct, or anything else.

type.Assembly will get you
types contained in the

current assembly. Any class,
struct or enum that is
defined in the current
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assembly is accessible
through the Assembly class.

But not interface, or
delegate types. A: The

difference is that
type.GetType() will get all

class types in all assemblies,
while type.Assembly only

gets classes contained in the
current assembly. The

attack on the World War I
Memorial The attack on the
World War I Memorial The
Patriot Guard Riders today
stood for all our veterans,
both living and dead. The
call was issued from the
main stage of the annual

Loudon Memorial Day
parade, the largest in the

area, as the Raging Grannies
led the march through the
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historic town of Loudon, New
Hampshire. The Patriot

Guard Riders stand for all
our veterans, both living and
dead. We stand with them,
and we stand proudly. The

most special reason that the
Patriot Guard Riders stand
for our veterans is that one

of our own has fallen. Our 35
year old friend Eric Bailey
died Friday while on an

errand for the RGRW. Eric
had participated since 2005

with fellow veteran
motorcyclists of the Loudon
Chapter of the Patriot Guard
Riders, and knew the RGRW
members personally. He will

be greatly missed by a
whole host of people. Eric
had made certain to travel
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from his home in
Connecticut to New

Hampshire this year to see
us ride and in a very similar
manner, to serve, as others
in the military c6a93da74d
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